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In the third book in the New York Times bestselling middle grade series inspired by the life of
iconic New York Yankee Derek Jeter, Derek’s father keeps his promise to coach his son’s youth
baseball team.Derek is sure this will be the best season yet! He has it all planned—his dad will
have him start at shortstop, and the team will cruise to a championship. But sometimes life
doesn’t go according to plan. Change Up focuses on a key life lesson of Derek Jeter’s Turn 2
Foundation—Deal with Growing Pains—in the series companion to Hit & Miss and The Contract,
about which The Wall Street Journal said, “the play by play action is exciting and the lessons
many.”

About the AuthorDerek Jeter is a fourteen-time All-Star and five-time World Series winner who
played for one team—the storied New York Yankees—for all twenty seasons of his major league
career. His grace and class on and off the field have made him an icon and role model far
beyond the world of baseball.Paul Mantell is the author of more than 100 books for young
readers, including books in the Hardy Boys and Matt Christopher series.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.Change Up
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Erin Matita, “good book for young baseball fans. Great story and lesson”

Maine Diner, “God books. A baseball book with a life lesson.”

Sharon French, “Great Series. Derek Jeter's book series for middle grade students is just
excellent. This, Change Up is the 3rd book in the series which is based on his contract with is
parents and the main characteristics he stresses within his Turn2 Organization.This book deals
with the concept of playing as a team, helping others to "get along", sportsmanship and
competitiveness. The reader begins to learn that you can not win at baseball by only thinking of
yourself but by becoming a team can lead to championships.Every book in this series thus far
has taught and promoted many of the excellent qualities needed to succeed, not just in baseball,
but in real life.My grandsons, ages 9, 11 and 13 love this series. They are huge NYYankee fans,
especially Derek Jeter. I am happy that it gets the boys to read plus Derek is a terrific role model
and has great life lessons for the readers to learn.”

Katie Jones, “Great Series for Kids Who Love Baseball!. My ten year old baseball fanatic loves
this series. We have been reading Jeter's books together every night before bed. The baseball
action is great and Jeter's morals and values are passed on in a way that a boy between the
ages of 8-12 can really relate to. As I said, my son loves baseball and has always known of
Derek Jeter and his greatness on the field but after reading this series, #2 has become one of
his heroes and someone who he would like to mold himself after. As his Mom, I have no problem
with that.”

CoachM303, “Every Little Baseball Player Should Read It!. Every Little Baseball Player Should
Read books I, II, III. It shows the passion and love it takes to be a good person and baseball
player.”

ChiTown, “Great gift or reward item. 11 year old son has started reading from the first book and
asks all the time when next one is coming out. We will order each one as they are released.
Great gift or reward item. He filled out his own contract and I actually say we refere to it several
times a year. More so right before and during a season. Good read, especially if looking for a
series to keep up with. Not only for baseball, story applies many things.”

Kate, “Great Read and Great Lessons. Growing up as a as a fan of DJ, and a overall fan of
baseball. It is great to see he made a path outside of the sport and for children to follow. I
purchased every installment in the series for my young child to read, and gain a multitude of
perspectives from the sport of baseball that I love.”



Ebook Library Reader, “He has even shared these books with his friends who enjoy reading
them too. As long as Derek Jeter keeps writing these books I will keep buying. These books
have certainly made my 9 yr old nephew want to read more. He has even shared these books
with his friends who enjoy reading them too.”

The book by Derek Jeter has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 118 people have provided feedback.
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